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School Zone-Super Deluxe Workbook. This workbook will help your child learn the basic skills and

steps for reading. The lessons focus on letters tracing writing and learning sounds in a fun

captivating way! Softcover 96 pages. Comes in a variety of designs and activities. For ages 4-6.

Made in USA.
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For over 35 years, School Zone has been an innovator in children's educational products. School

Zone creates a wide range of educational resources to support every curriculum.

My boyfriend's 4 year old son loved this book! We are trying to get him involved in "homework" to

get him ready for school, so we bought him a bunch of these activity books for Christmas. After he

opened all his presents, the first thing he went for was this book, and he spent a good 45 minutes

looking for all the hidden objects. Very good book!

This book is perfect for those times where you're unexpectedly waiting with a small child, and need

him or her to be entertained. We don't like my almost 5-year-old to use an iPad or use screens

excessively, and this is a wonderful look-and-find book that she loves and entertains her during wait

times (appointments, in the car, restaurants). Great for ages 3 or 4 to 10 .

My 7 yr old enjoys this book. Some of the hidden pictures are difficult to find, even for an adult but



she enjoys the challenge.

It's okay we only got to the second picture and have been struggling the pictures are much smaller

than the small pictures at the bottom of the page showing what is hidden. The pictures just being

skerched that are hidden are on a very dark background very difficult to see for an adult let alone a

younger child there are better books out there. I guess I should mention though the child in question

is just 5 and perhaps a seven-year-old would find this not as much of a challenge. The pictures are

colorful but that's part of the problem they're such a dark color involved that is very difficult to see

the line hidden pictures. Judging by all the other rave reviews I'm guessing this might be an age

issue but then I guess it is hard for the grandparents age to find it as well as the young people

because I can't find the stuff either :-)

Better than expected, this book takes the hidden picture game to an even better educational level.

Loved how it had pages that my grandson could look for pictures by letters in the alphabet. He also

thoroughly enjoyed the mazes and other games in this too...a real treasure for hours of educational

fun that doesn't seem like work for young children.

This is a great book for kids who are interested, my 5yr old was not. But will use for the 3yr old when

she's old enough.

I enjoy these books very much. they keep my mind moving and I enjoy that I usually can do them

quickly.

I purchased this book for my 4-year-old granddaughter. She loves it. She is already on page 72 and

looking to do more. The clues seem to be easy enough to find and challenging enough to hold her

interest. From my adult perspective the pictures are simple and the paper cheap, much like a

coloring book, which made me feel like it should have cost less. But she has gotten a lot of pleasure

from it and, I guess, that makes it worth the price.
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